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Abstract

Question Generation is the task of au-
tomatically creating questions from tex-
tual input. In this work we present a
new Attentional Encoder–Decoder Recur-
rent Neural Network model for automatic
question generation. Our model incorpo-
rates linguistic features and an additional
sentence embedding to capture meaning at
both sentence and word levels. The lin-
guistic features are designed to capture in-
formation related to named entity recog-
nition, word case, and entity coreference
resolution. In addition our model uses a
copying mechanism and a special answer
signal that enables generation of numer-
ous diverse questions on a given sentence.
Our model achieves state of the art results
of 19.98 Bleu 4 on a benchmark Question
Generation dataset, outperforming all pre-
viously published results by a significant
margin. A human evaluation also shows
that the added features improve the qual-
ity of the generated questions.

1 Introduction

Question Generation (QG) is the task of automati-
cally generating questions from textual input (Rus
et al., 2010). There are a wide variety of question
types and forms, e.g., short answer, open ended,
multiple choice, and gap questions, each require a
different approach to generate. One distinguishing
aspect of a QG system is the type of questions that
it produces. This paper focuses on the generation
of factoid short answer questions, i.e., questions
that can be answered by a single short phrase, usu-
ally appearing directly in the input text.

The work of a QG system typically consists of
three conceptual subtasks: Target Selection, Ques-

tion Representation Construction, and Question
Realization. In Target Selection, important sen-
tences and words within those sentences are iden-
tified. During Question Representation Construc-
tion, suitable question–type and syntactic form are
determined based on the characteristics of the sen-
tence at hand and the words it contains. An exam-
ple of this can be seen in Agarwal et al. (2011) who
define rules based on the discourse connectives in
a sentence to decide which question–type is most
appropriate. In the Question Realization step, the
final surface form of the question is created.

It is common for QG systems to use a combina-
tion of semantic pattern matching, syntactic fea-
tures, and template methods to create questions.
Typically these systems look for patterns of syn-
tax, keywords, or semantic roles that appear in
the input sentence. Then they use these patterns
to choose an appropriate question template, or use
syntactic features to perform manipulations on the
sentence to produce a question.

These rule-based systems have some strengths
over Neural Network models: they are easier to
interpret and allow developers greater control over
model behavior. Furthermore, they typically re-
quire less data to develop than a complex Neural
Network might need to achieve a similar level of
performance. However, rule-based systems have
some weaknesses as well. They tend to be labo-
rious to develop, or domain specific. For exam-
ple the system developed by Mostow and Chen
(2009) relies on the presence of one of a set of
239 modal verbs in a sentence, and Olney et al.
(2012) use 3000 keywords provided by the glos-
sary of a Biology text book and a test-prep study
guide. The system described in Chali and Hasan
(2015) uses roughly 350 hand-crafted rules. Fur-
thermore, these systems rely heavily on syntactic
parsers, and may struggle to recover from parser
inaccuracies.
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# Sentence
S1 The character of midna has the most voice acting – her

on-screen dialog is often accompanied by a babble of
pseudo-speech , which was produced by scrambling the
phonemes of english phrases [ better source needed ]
sampled by japanese voice actress akiko komoto.

Gold Standard
Q1 which person has the most spoken dialogue in the game?
Q2 who provided the basis for midna’s voice?
Q3 what country does akiko komoto come from?

Baseline
Q4 what is her ?

Our Model: FocusCR
Q5 what character has the most voice acting in english?
Q6 what is the name of the japanese voice actress?
Q7 what is the nationality of akiko komoto?

Table 1: Sentence and associated questions gener-
ated from the baseline and our best model.

Among many different approaches to question
generation, our work is most similar to recent
work applying neural network models to the task
of generating short answer factoid questions for
SQUAD (Du et al., 2017; Yuan et al., 2017;
Sachan and Xing, 2018). However these previ-
ous models have several limitations. As illustrated
in Table 1, the SQUAD corpus (Rajpurkar et al.,
2016) provides multiple gold standard references
for each sentence (Q1, Q2, and Q3), but previ-
ous work to date can only generate one question
for each sentence as represented by the baseline
model (Q4), whereas our model can generate mul-
tiple questions as shown in Table 1.

In Section 2, we present our novel model that
introduces additional token supervision represent-
ing features of the text as well as an additional
lower dimensional word embedding. The features
include a Named Entity Recognition (NER) fea-
ture, a word case feature, and a special answer
signaling feature. The answer signaling feature
allows our model to generate multiple questions
for each sentence, illustrated with Q5, Q6 and Q7
in Table 1. We also introduce a coreference res-
olution model and supplement the sentence input
representation with resolved coreferences, as well
as a copying mechanism. Section 3 presents an
evaluation of the final model on the benchmark
SQuAD testset using automatic evaluation met-
rics and shows that it achieves state of the art
results of 19.98 BLEU 4, 22.26 METEOR, and
48.23 ROUGE (Papineni et al., 2002; Banerjee
and Lavie, 2005; Lin, 2004). To our knowledge
this model outperforms all previously published
results by a significant margin. A human evalu-

ation also shows that the introduced features and
answer-specific sentence embedding improve the
quality of the generated questions. We delay a
more detailed review of previous work to Section 4
and conclude in Section 5.

2 Model

Our QG model follows a standard RNN Encoder–
Decoder model (Sutskever et al., 2014) that maps
a source sequence (declarative sentence) to a tar-
get sequence (question). The architecture of the
baseline model is as follows: the encoder is a
multi-layer bidirectional LSTM (Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber, 1997) and the decoder is a uni-
directional LSTM that uses global attention with
input-feeding (Luong et al., 2015). This baseline
model yields one question per sentence (Q4 in Ta-
ble 1).

Figure 1: Diagram of our answer focus model.

We create our model by enhancing the baseline
model in the following three ways:

• We add 4 different token level supervision
features to the input. See Section 2.1.

• We add a sentence encoder that creates a
question specific sentence embedding.

• We use a copy mechanism (See et al., 2017)
to copy words from the sentence directly into
the question.

2.1 Feature Supervision
A feature-rich encoding is constructed by concate-
nating several token level features onto the token’s
word-based embedding using a method similar to
that described by Nallapati et al. (2016) for ab-
stractive text summarization.
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# Sentence w/ Feature Additions
S1 the character of midnaa1(NE = LOCATION) has the

most voice acting – her (COREF = THE CHARACTER
OF MIDNA(NE = LOCATION)) on-screen dialog is often
accompanied by a babble of pseudo-speech, which was
produced by scrambling the phonemes of english(NE =
NATIONALITY) phrases [better source needed] sampled
by japanesea3(NE = NATIONALITY) voice actressa2(NE
=TITLE) akikoa2(NE = PERSON) komotoa2(NE = PER-
SON) .

Table 2: Feature Markup on S1

Answer Signal Feature. It is usually the case that
multiple questions can be asked about information
contained within a single sentence. Therefore, a
model that is capable of generating multiple ques-
tions for a single sentence has greater utility than
a model such as the one described by Du et al.
(2017) which is capable of generating only a sin-
gle question per unique input sentence. This need
to generate multiple questions for a sentence mo-
tivates our use of an answer signal. The model de-
scribed by Yuan et al. (2017) also uses an answer
signal feature. However, by combining it with ad-
ditional features and the question specific sentence
encoder our model achieves better results, as we
show in Section 3.

The answer signal is equivalent to the output
of the target selection module in a standard QG
pipeline; this is provided as part of the SQUAD
corpus, but is straightforward to calculate auto-
matically.

The Answer Signal feature guides the model
in deciding which information to focus on when
reading the sentence. The signal being active in
some location of the sentence indicates the answer
to the question being generated. Then, modify-
ing the location of the answer signal and keeping
the rest of the sentence fixed enables the model to
generate multiple answer specific questions per a
given sentence.

The Answer Signal feature is implemented as
a binary feature indicating whether or not a given
token is part of the answer span. Table 2 illus-
trates the results of the answer signal feature on
S1 from Table 1. The answer signals are shown
in bold and annotated with an index. The indices
a1, a2 and a3 correspond to Q5, Q6 and Q7, re-
spectfully, from Table 1 (as generated by our best
model). For the sake of brevity we have simulta-
neously accentuated three separate answer signals
in Table 2. In actuality, the model sees only one
answer signal series per sentence input. To gener-

ate questions Q5, Q6, and Q7 the model was fed
the same sentence three separate times, each time
with only one of a1, a2 or a3 activated.
Case Feature. The case feature is a simple binary
feature that represents whether or not the input to-
ken contains an upper case letter.
NER Feature. We use an NER feature that is
designed in the same fashion as Nallapati et al.
(2016), who have previously used an NER based
feature embedding to improve performance of
their sequence-to-sequence model used for Ab-
stractive Text Summarization. Just as in Abstrac-
tive Text Summarization, identifying important
entities that are central to the meaning of a sen-
tence is an imperative component of the QG task.

The NER labels are computed in a pre-
processing step. The result of NER labeling per-
formed on a sentence is shown in Table 2. Similar
to traditional word embeddings, we build a look-
up based embedding for each NER label. During
execution, the embedding associated with each to-
ken’s NER label is retrieved using a table look-up
and then concatenated onto the word embedding.
The NER embeddings are a trainable parameter
which get updated during the model’s training pro-
cess. Figure 1 shows a diagram depicting how the
NER feature is incorporated into each token’s fea-
ture rich encoding via concatenation.
Coreference Feature. Coreference labels are
computed automatically in a pre-processing step.
The coreference labels are calculated using all of
the prior context for the input sentence text, but the
input to the model is just the sentence augmented
with the additional feature input. Table 2 shows
how the NER and coreference features are expect-
edly noisy. Nevertheless, they improve the model
as we show below.

Table 3 provides a detailed example for corefer-
ence showing context and the input sentence rep-
resentation with and without the coreference fea-
ture, as well as the effect on the questions gener-
ated by the model. It is easy to see the benefits of
the coreference representation qualititively on in-
dividual examples. For example, without corefer-
ence the model finds an entity elizabeth who is as-
sociated with net worth in the language model and
uses that entity to generate the question rather than
using beyoncé, the entity in context. In Section 3
we show that this qualitative difference affects the
quantitative performance measures.

Coreference information is incorporated into
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# Partial Context
C1-33 In June 2014, Beyoncé ranked at #1 on the

Forbes Celebrity 100 list, earning an esti-
mated $115 million throughout June 2013
June 2014. This in turn was the first time
she had topped the Celebrity 100 list as well
as being her highest yearly earnings to date.

Sentence
S2 As of May 2015, her net worth is estimated

to be $250 million.
Model Input with Coreference

S2 w/ coref As of may(NE = DATE) 2015(NE = DATE),
her (COREF = BEYONCÉ (NE = PERSON)’S)
net worth is estimated to be $(NE = MONEY)
250(NE = MONEY) million(NE = MONEY).

Q8 what is beyoncé’s net worth in 2015?
Model Input w/out Coreference

S2 no coref As of may(NE = DATE) 2015(NE = DATE),
her net worth is estimated to be $(NE =
MONEY) 250(NE = MONEY) million(NE =
MONEY).

Q9 what is elizabeth’s net worth in may 2015 ?

Table 3: Context, Sentence and Questions gener-
ated with and without coreference.

the model by augmenting the input text as shown
in Table 3. The representative mention of each
entity gets inserted into the sentence following its
coreferent. This results in two phrases referencing
the same entity appearing in the text one imme-
diately following the other, the first being the one
that appeared in the original text and the second
being the entity’s representative mention. Each to-
ken is assigned a binary feature indicating whether
the token was in the original text or if it has been
thus inserted. This way the model can learn to in-
clude or ignore the augmenting text as it deems
necessary.

2.2 Answer Focused Sentence Embedding

The input sentence is encoded using a multi-layer
bidirectional LSTM distinct from the token level
encoder as illustrated in Figure 1. After complet-
ing the calculations of the last time step, the fi-
nal state of the LSTM is taken as a sentence em-
bedding. Then, this sentence embedding is con-
catenated on to the token level encoding for each
time step. This allows the answer-specific sen-
tence embedding to influence decoding decisions
during each time step of the decoding process.

We experiment with pre-training the sentence
encoder. The pre-training process is carried out
in two steps. First, to facilitate training of the
sentence encoder by itself, we need some ground
truth sentence representation from which to mea-
sure similarity. Since this sentence encoder is used

in question generation, it would be helpful to en-
code the sentence in such a way as to maximize
its benefit to the QG model. With this as motiva-
tion, we train an instance of the full QG encoder–
decoder model with the sentence encoder, but the
sentence encoder is given the target question as in-
put instead of the sentence. As expected, in this
setting the model learns to generate questions very
well because it ”cheats” by taking the target as in-
put. Next, the trained sentence encoder — that
was trained by encoding the target questions — is
decoupled from the full model for use in the fol-
lowing step.

In the second step, the question embeddings
produced by the earlier trained encoder are used as
ground truth representations from which to max-
imize similarity. Now, a new sentence encoder
is trained that takes as input a declarative sen-
tence. The new sentence encoder is trained to
maximize the similarity between the input sen-
tence’s embedding and the question embedding —
produced by the earlier trained encoder — belong-
ing to a specific question associated with the sen-
tence. Specifically, loss is calculated between a
sentence embedding s and a ground truth repre-
sentation q using a Cosine Embedding Loss de-
fined by:

loss(s, q) = 1− cos(s, q) (1)

where cos(s, q) is traditional cosine distance.
The pre-trained sentence encoder is then used

to initialize the sentence encoder used in training
a new instance of the full QG model.
3 Experimental Setup and Results

We conduct experiments exploring the effects of
each of our model enhancements and train and
evaluate all the models using the SQuAD dataset
(Rajpurkar et al., 2016). We evaluate the models
using both automatic evaluation metrics and a hu-
man evaluation using crowd sourced workers. In
addition, we perform ablation tests to experiment
with different feature settings. We name our two
best models Focus and FocusCR, where FocusCR
uses the coreference feature, and Focus does not.
Dataset. SQuAD is a dataset of over one hun-
dred thousand (document, question, answer) tu-
ples. The documents are Wikipedia articles and
the questions are created by crowd workers. An-
swers to the questions are subsequently created
by a separate group of crowd workers who se-
lect as the question’s answer a span of text from
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# Model Sentences and Examples
S3 West got his big break in the year 2000,

when he began to produce for artists on
Roc-A-Fella Records.

Q10 Copy when did west got his big break?
Q11 No Copy in what year did “ big break ” begin?
S4 A high-definition remaster of the game,

The Legend of Zelda: Twilight Princess
HD, is being developed by Tantalus Me-
dia for the Wii U.

Q12 Copy who developed the legend of zelda?
Q13 No Copy who is the creator of the soundtrack of

mortal kombat?
S5 Both six- and seven-track versions of

the game’s soundtrack were released on
November 19, 2006, as part of a Nintendo
Power promotion and bundled with repli-
cas of the Master Sword and the Hylian
Shield.

Q14 Copy What was released on november 19, 2006?
Q15 No Copy What was released on september 17,

2006?
S6 At the age of 10, West moved with his

mother to Nanjing, China, where she was
teaching at Nanjing University as part of
an exchange program.

Q16 Copy at what age did west move with his mother
to nanjing?

Q17 No Copy at what age did von neumann teach at nan-
jing university?

Table 4: Question Generation with and without the
Copy mechanism.

within the article. The creators of SQuAD keep
part of the dataset private to be used as a hid-
den evaluation set in Question Answering tasks.
For this work we use the roughly 92,000 examples
that are publicly available. The 92,000 examples
are partitioned into training (roughly 70k exam-
ples), development (roughly 10k examples), and
test (roughly 11k examples) subsets. For the sake
of comparison, we have used the same partition-
ing as Du et al. (2017) who have kindly made their
data setting available on-line.

Using Stanford CoreNLP (Finkel et al., 2005;
Manning et al., 2014) the data is tokenized, and
NER and Coreference Resolution are performed.
All the feature used by our model are calculated
at this stage. Finally, the text is lowercased. We
calculate separate source and target vocabularies
of size 45,000 and 28,000, respectfully. Tokens
that fall out of vocabulary (OOV) are represented
with a special UNK token. In retrospect, separate
vocabularies are not necessary for this task. We
remove examples that have sentences or questions
over 100 and 50 words long, respectfully.

Model Implementation. Our model is imple-

mented using PyTorch1 and OpenNMT-py2 which
is a PyTorch port of OpenNMT(Klein et al., 2017).
The encoder, decoder, and sentence encoder are
multi-layer RNNs, each with two layers. We use
bi-directional LSTM cells with 640 units. The
model is trained using Dropout (Srivastava et al.,
2014) of 0.3 between RNN layers. Word embed-
dings are initialized using Glove 300 dimensional
word vectors (Pennington et al., 2014) that are not
updated during training. The sentence encoder is
initialized using the pre-training process described
in Section 2.2. All other model parameters are
initialized using Glorot initialization (Glorot and
Bengio, 2010).

The model parameters are optimized using
Stochastic Gradient Descent with mini-batches of
size 64. Beam search with five beams is used dur-
ing inference and OOV words are replaced using
the token of highest attention weight in the source
sentence. We tune our model with the develop-
ment dataset and select the model of lowest Per-
plexity to evaluate on the test dataset.

3.1 Automatic Evaluation

We compare our system’s results to that of several
other QG systems. The rows of Table 5 with labels
H&S, Yuan, Du, and S&X refer to the models pre-
sented in Heilman and Smith (2010a); Yuan et al.
(2017); Du et al. (2017), and Sachan and Xing
(2018), respectfully. Please refer to Section 4 Re-
lated Work for further details on each of these sys-
tems. The results of the H&S system are reported
in this work for the sake of comparison. The actual
experiments were performed by Du et al. (2017)
who describe the specific configuration of H&S in
greater detail.
Results. We use BLEU score (Papineni et al.,
2002) as an automatic evaluation metric and com-
pare directly to other work. BLEU measures the
similarity between a generated text called a candi-
date and a set of human written texts called a ref-
erence set. The score is calculated by comparing
the n-grams of the candidate with the n-grams of
the reference texts and then counting the number
of matches.

Unfortunately there are inconsistencies in the
method by which previous works have used BLEU
to evaluate QG models. Therefore, to accurately
compare BLEU scores, we evaluate our model us-

1pytorch.org
2github.com/OpenNMT/OpenNMT-py

pytorch.org
github.com/OpenNMT/OpenNMT-py
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Model BLEU 4 METEOR ROUGE
baseline 11.53 15.93 39.57
H&S* 11.18 15.95 30.98
Du 12.28 16.62 39.75
S&X 14.37 18.57 42.73
FocusCR 19.86 21.96 48.35
Focus 19.98 22.26 48.23

Table 5: System performance in automatic evalu-
ation.

ing two different setups. First, when calculating
BLEU for a given hypothesis question, some pub-
lications have used a reference set containing all
the ground-truth questions corresponding to the
sentence from which the hypothesis was gener-
ated. Table 5 shows our model’s results compared
to previous work using this setup of BLEU and the
same partitioning of the SQuAD dataset.

Each of our models outperform previously pub-
lished results in each of the BLEU, METEOR,
and ROUGE categories by a significant margin.
FocusCR is the second highest performing sys-
tem and achieves an impressive BLEU 4 score of
19.86, which greatly improves on the third highest
BLEU 4 score of 14.37 belonging to S&X. Focus
gets a BLEU 4 score of 19.98 and is the best per-
forming system overall.

In the second setup, for a given hypothesis ques-
tion, Yuan et al. (2017) used a reference set con-
taining only a single ground-truth question that
corresponds to the same sentence and answer span
from which the hypothesis was generated. We
use this setup to evaluate our Focus and FocusCR
models. The results are shown in Table 6. Here,
Focus and FocusCR are the same models as shown
in Table 5, with the only difference being the set-
ting under which they are evaluated. Again, Fo-
cusCR achieves the second highest score and Fo-
cus gets the highest BLEU 4 score at 14.39. While
the datasets in aggregate are the same, our parti-
tioning of training, development, and test datasets
is different from that of Yuan et al. (2017).

We perform ablation experiments to study the
effects of each feature incorporated into the model.
The results of these experiments can be seen in
Table 8. With the exception of the CoRef fea-
ture, each feature added produces an improvement
in BLEU, with the answer feature producing the
greatest improvement. The copy-mechanism and
sentence embedding, which is called Focus in the

Model BLEU 4
baseline 8.45
Yuan 10.5
FocusCR 14.16
Focus 14.39

Table 6: BLEU-4 scores when using answer-
specific ground-truth questions as reference texts.

table, each increase performance further.
We also examine the effect of pre-training the

sentence encoder as described in Section 2.2. In
Table 8, the Focus and FocusCR models use a
pre-trained sentence encoder. The sentence en-
coder used by FocusCR-npt is not pre-trained. We
find that the pre-training has a positive effect on
BLEU scores with FocusCR-npt getting BLEU
13.99, compared to the FocusCR getting BLEU
14.16.

Table 8 suggests that the coreference mecha-
nism actually hurts performance as measured by
BLEU but the example shown in Table 3 and the
additional examples shown in Table 10 suggest
that it is very effective.

Table 4 provides examples of the effect of the
copy mechanism. Again, as with coreference, it
is easy to see the benefits of the copying mecha-
nism qualititively. For example, in Q14 and Q15
the model can effectively copy the right date into
the question. In Q17, without copying, the model
finds an entity von neumann who is associated
with teaching and university in the model and uses
that entity to generate the question rather than west
the entity in context.
Question Diversity. We are interested in how
the new features effect the quantity of unique
questions produced by our model. Therefore, we
counted the number of unique questions output by
the model when considering the entire testing set
as inputs. Here, we measure similarity using a
strict character match comparison. Table 7 shows
the results. We can see that the FocusCR model
produces 10,194 unique questions, which is a 55%

Model Unique Q’s
Baseline 6,595
FocusCR 10,194
Human 11,801

Table 7: Amount of unique questions generated.
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Model BLEU 4 METEOR ROUGE
baseline 7.62 13.41 34.19
+ Answer 11.15 16.64 40.39
+ NER 11.54 16.94 40.93
+ Case 11.56 16.98 40.96
+ CoRef 10.28 16.14 39.22
+ Copy 13.00 18.43 42.78
FocusCR-npt 13.99 - -
FocusCR 14.16 19.24 43.07
Focus 14.39 19.54 43.00

Table 8: Results of ablation test.

increase over the 6,595 unique questions produced
by the Baseline model. Although strict character
matching is a crude method of measuring question
similarity, we conclude that the features incorpo-
rated into the FocusCR model have a positive ef-
fect on the diversity of generated questions.
3.2 Human Evaluation

We perform human evaluation using crowd work-
ers on Amazon Mechanical Turk3. The Turkers
rate a pool of questions constructed by randomly
selecting questions and their associated text pas-
sages from the test set. We select 114 questions
each from the test dataset, the questions generated
by the baseline model, and the questions generated
by our FocusCR model. The questions are selected
such that they all correspond to the same declara-
tive sentence. In other words, we construct a set
of 114 tuples where each tuple consists of one text
passage, two model generated questions, and one
human authored question.

We use a qualification criteria to restrict the par-
ticipation of Turkers in our evaluation study. The
Turkers must have above 95% HIT approval rate
with at least 500 HITs previously approved. Fur-
thermore, Turkers are required to be located in En-
glish speaking countries. Turkers recieved $0.1 for
completing each HIT.

We closely follow the experiment design de-
scribed by Heilman and Smith (2010b), who in-
struct Turkers to produce a single five-point qual-
ity rating per question. They provide Turkers with
the following four reasons to downgrade a ques-
tion: (Un)grammaticality, Incorrect Information,
Vagueness, and Awkwardness. In our evaluation
study, we use four categories of evaluation that re-
semble these criteria.

Turkers are asked to rate each question across

3www.mturk.com

four categories: Grammaticality, Correct Informa-
tion, Answerability, and Naturalness. Grammati-
cality encompasses things like adherence to rules
of syntax, use of the wrong wh-word, verb tense
consistency, and overall legitimacy as an English
sentence. The Correct Information category con-
siders whether or not the question is related to the
text passage (e.g., asking about Madonna when
the passage is about Beyonce), implies something
that is obviously incorrect, or contradicts informa-
tion given in the text passage. The Answerabil-
ity category reflects how much of the information
required to correctly answer the question is con-
tained within the text passage. Also, it considers
whether or not the question has a clear answer, or
is too vague (e.g., ”What is it?”). The Naturalness
category reflects how natural the question reads
and considers whether or not it has some awkward
phrasing. The Naturalness category also encom-
passes any other problems in the question that do
not fall in the previous categories.

During evaluation, the Turker is presented with
the text passage and its three corresponding ques-
tions in scrambled order. They are asked to give
a rating from worst (1) to best (5) in each cate-
gory for each question. Each HIT contains three
text passages and a total of nine questions. Each
HIT is assigned to three Turkers resulting in three
ratings per question.

Results. Table 9 shows an average of the rat-
ings assigned by the Turkers in each category.
Answerability is the category in which the Fo-
cusCR model has the greatest improvement over
the Baseline. In this category, FocusCR receives
an average rating of 4.13, compared to the base-
line’s average rating of 3.73. FocusCR also out-
performs the Baseline model in the Correct In-
formation category with average ratings 4.13 and
3.78, respectfully. In the Grammaticality and Nat-
uralness categories the Baseline model has aver-
age ratings of 4.23 and 4.10, respectfully. The
FocusCR model has average ratings of 4.20 and
4.09 in the Grammaticality and Naturalness cate-
gories. The human authored questions outperform
both models by a significant margin in all cate-
gories.

We note that there is only a slight difference be-
tween ratings achieved by the Baseline and Fo-
cusCR models in the Grammaticality and Natu-
ralness categories. Yet, in both these categories
the Baseline model slightly outperforms FocusCR.

www.mturk.com
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We suspect this is due to the brevity and generality
of questions produced by the Baseline model. In
contrast, FocusCR produces longer sentences with
more information content and, at times, increas-
ingly complex sentence structure.

Next, we observe that the average rating of
the human-authored questions are surprisingly low
across all categories, but particularly in Natural-
ness with a rating of 4.36. We attribute this to
the crowd-sourcing methodology used to create
the original SQuAD dataset. Nevertheless, we hy-
pothesize that the average ratings of the gold ques-
tions will increase with larger sample sizes in sub-
sequent human evaluation studies.

Inter-rater agreement was measured by compar-
ing the Turkers’ ratings to those of an expert an-
notator who is a native English speaking gradu-
ate student in Computational Linguistics. The ex-
pert annotator rated a random sample of 60 ques-
tions using a private version of the HIT created
on Mechanical Turk. Then, the arithmetic mean
of the three Turker ratings was calculated for each
question and category of evaluation. The Pearson
correlation coefficient between the expert annota-
tor’s rating and the means of the Turker ratings
was r = 0.47 for the Correct Information cate-
gory, r = 0.38 for the Answerability category,
r = 0.20 for Grammaticality, and r = 0.32 for
Naturalness. The significance of each correlation
was calculated using a two-tailed test that resulted
in p < 0.01 for each category. We observe a
positive correlation between the expert annotator
and the Turker ratings in each category, although
some of the the correlation strengths are less than
ideal, particularly in the Grammaticality category.
The consistent positive correlation across each cat-
egory and their statistical significance provide ev-
idence that the rating scheme is well defined, and
that the Turkers are able to judge the quality of
questions with relative reliability.

Model Grammar Info. Answer. Natural
Baseline 4.23 3.78 3.73 4.10
FocusCR 4.20 4.13 4.13 4.09
Human 4.40 4.40 4.47 4.36

Table 9: Human Evaluation Results

4 Related Work

Much of the work on automatic question gener-
ation has been motivated by helping teachers in
test creation (Mitkov and Ha, 2003; Heilman and
Smith, 2010a; Labutov et al., 2015; Araki et al.,

# Model Sentences and Examples
S7 she publicly endorsed same sex marriage

on march 26, 2013, after the supreme court
debate on california ’s proposition 8.

Q18 FocusCR what did beyonce publicly support?
Q19 Focus what did madonna publicly endorsed on

march 26, 2013?
S8 west is one of the best-selling artists of all

time, having sold more than 32 million al-
bums and 100 million digital downloads
worldwide

Q20 FocusCR how many grammy awards did he win?
Q21 Focus how many grammy awards has madonna

won?

Table 10: Additional Coreference Examples

2016; Chinkina and Meurers, 2017). Questions
play an essential role in knowledge acquisition and
assessment. It is standard practice for teachers to
assess students’ reading comprehension through
question answering. Automatic question genera-
tion has the potential to assist teachers in the test
creation process, thereby freeing teachers to spend
more time on other aspects of the education pro-
cess, and reducing the cost of receiving an educa-
tion.

Automatic question generation has the poten-
tial to be useful in the areas of automatic Question
Answering (QA) and Machine Comprehension of
text. Recently, large datasets such as SQuAD (Ra-
jpurkar et al., 2016), and MS MARCO (Nguyen
et al., 2016) have facilitated advances in both ar-
eas. These datasets are expensive to create and
consist of human authored (document, question,
answer) triples with questions and answers either
being collected from the web or created by crowd
workers. Automatic Question Generation methods
can be used to cheaply supplement resources avail-
able to QA models, further assisting in advancing
QA capabilities. Indeed, Sachan and Xing (2018)
have recently shown that a joint QA-QG model is
able to achieve state-of-the art results on a variety
of different QA related tasks.

Sequence-to-sequence Neural Network models
have been shown to be effective at a variety of
other NLP problems (Bahdanau et al., 2014; Rush
et al., 2015; Juraska et al., 2018), and recent work
has also applied them to QG (Du et al., 2017; Zhou
et al., 2017; Yuan et al., 2017). As in other recent
work on QG, we use an attentional Recurrent Neu-
ral Network encoder–decoder model that is simi-
lar to the model of Bahdanau et al. (2014). In this
approach, the QG task is cast as a sequence-to-
sequence language modeling task. The input sen-
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tence, represented as a series of words, is mapped
to an output series of words representing a ques-
tion. Sequence-to-sequence models have several
advantages over previous rule-based approaches to
QG. First, they eliminate the need for large hand-
crafted rule sets – the model automatically learns
how to perform the subtasks of Question Repre-
sentation Construction and Question Realization.
Another advantage is that the model does not rely
on domain-specific keywords. In fact, in this ap-
proach the model is trained on examples from a
variety of topics and then evaluated on examples
from previously unseen topic domains.

Among the numerous approaches to question
generation, our work is most similar to recent
work applying neural network models to the task
of generating short answer factoid questions.

Yuan et al. (2017) developed a Recurrent Neural
Network (RNN) sequence-to-sequence model that
generates questions from an input sentence. Their
model is trained using supervised learning com-
bined with reinforcement learning to maximize
several auxiliary goals, including performance of
a QA model on generated questions.

Du et al. (2017) present an attentional sequence-
to-sequence model for question generation. Their
model is similar to our baseline model but with
one key difference: their model uses paragraph-
level information in addition to sentence-level in-
formation. They use an RNN encoder to em-
bed the paragraph surrounding the sentence that
contains the answer. Then the decoder’s hidden
state is initialized with the concatenation of the en-
coder’s outputs and the paragraph embedding.

Sachan and Xing (2018) present an ensemble
model that jointly learns both QA and QG tasks.
The QG model is an RNN sequence-to-sequence
model similar to that proposed by Du et al. (2017).
First the QA and QG models are trained indepen-
dent of each other on the labeled corpus. Then
the QG model is used to create more questions
from unlabeled data that are then answered by
the QA model. A question selection oracle se-
lects — based on several heuristics — a subsample
of questions upon which to stochastically update
each model. This process is repeated until both
models cease to show improvement.

Heilman and Smith (2010a) present a system
that generates fact-based questions similar to those
in SQuAD using an ”overgenerate-and-rank” strat-
egy. Their system generates questions through use

of hand crafted rules that operate on declarative
sentences, transforming them into questions. In
order to control quality, the output questions are
filtered through a logistic regression model that
ranks the questions on acceptability.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

We propose an encoder–decoder model for auto-
matic generation of factual questions. We create
a novel Neural Network architecture that uses two
source sequence encoders; the first encoder being
at the token level, and the second being at the sen-
tence level. This enables the decoder to take into
account word meaning and sentence meaning in-
formation while making decoding decisions. Also,
the encoders are able to produce diverse encodings
based on an answer focus feature. We demonstrate
that this new model greatly improves on the state
of the art in Question Generation when evaluated
using automatic methods. We show that incorpo-
rating linguistic features into our model improves
question generation performance as well. Lastly,
a human evaluation confirms the improvement in
quality of generated questions.

Currently, our system generates only factual
questions for expository text. In future work we
plan to explore question generation on other cat-
egories of text such as narrative discourse. One
limitation of our system is that it relies on the
existence of previously created answer phrases.
Therefore, we would like to investigate methods of
automatically extracting answer candidates from
text, thus facilitating QG experiments on other cat-
egories of text that do not currently have large
question-answer datasets.
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